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ABSTRACT

A,PHENOMENOLOGICALSTUDY OF USER AND NON USER PERCEPTIONS

OF A TEACHER CENTER AND INSERVIC,E,

The current trend toward the'use of teacher centers as an

avenue for teacher growth and development has created substantial

professional interest. Relevant literature to date, however,
.

has been primarily descriptive and theoretical, and until very

recently no research had been found which addresses teachers'

perceptions as outcomes. Neither has any study been identified

that characterizes users and non users of a rural teacher center.

RISE Teacher Center has completed its fourth year of ser-

vice to 500 teachers in nine towns in east-central Connecticut.

A demographic survey of these teachers revealed three categories

of their usage of this center: Non Users, Occasional Users, and

Frequent Users. The major purpose of.this study was to.examine

perceptions of teachers representative of these categories with

regard to their beliefs about the effects of inservice and other

teacher center services upon themselves.

A research team was formed and trained to collect the data

by conducting in -depth oral history interviews with 36 teachers

representative of the sampling criteria. Interviews were tran-

scribed and analyzed in accordance with the phenomenological atti-

tude of reduction in order to identify essences of these teachers'

perceptions. Analyses were conducted independently by two people

experienced in such research; their findings were then studied

for agreement upon essence and major and minor themes.

3



Teachers W1-6 voluntarily used the "center's services clearly

confirmed the values incorporated in its organizational plan

and services. Elements of inservice that consisted of personal

chdice,,collegial sharing, program content that could be seen

* and/or applied in the classroom, and presentations made by prac-

ticing teachers rather than visiting "experts" were most valued.

It was also agreed that teachers should.be

Wariness towardand planning of programs.

involved in determination

administrator control

of in-service was extensively documented. Three essences constitut-

ed ed major themes throughout the discourse generatd by thqis study:

empowerment; locus of control; trust..

O
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I. Introduction.

In recent years the resources and,pnergies committed_ to.

the ongoing professionalNlevelOpment of classroom teachers -have

--inereasingly-been-invested in-teacher _centers._ Federal, state,

local and private funding have provided the necessary resources

to generate a steady proliferation of centers across the country.

While most programs are in theiefirst and second years of

operation, many precur'sor centers have be4h serving teachers -

for a longer time. These mire seasoned prdgrams incorporate
sak

a richness of e'perience and resources that invites formal

research aimed at providing clearer understanding of the essence-

of effective functioning. This document reports upon one such

inveTtigation.

At the time-of.this study the RISE (Regional In Service

Education) Teacher Center had completed its fourth year of

'' .service to approximately five hundred teachers in rural,

east-:Central Connecticut. RISE provides two broad services:'

mandated/inservice programsjor participating schools;

voluntary professional"development programs for teachers of

member schools. While all teachers had been exposed to the

Center t hrough mandated inseryice, only a portion had opted.

to attend voluntary programs. This study examines similgri-

ties and differences of perceptions among teachers dategoriz-

.ed as "Non Users", "Occasional Users and "Frequent. Users"

of the voluntary programs offered by RISE.
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The study began during the summer of 1980 with the forma-
-

tion-of a research team: six interviewers to..collect the data;

a research consultant to igSist in thd training of the inter-

viewers and the analysis o_ f data; the _principal investigator

who authored and directed the project. Owing to the amount of

time required for transcribing interviews and the pa.nstaking

_proceSs of analysis; the project has continued for ten months.

Thirty-six teacher interviews produced a plethora of data, much

of which was quite rich. The process of .reaching a final analysis

has been gradual, and statements of firtdit have been expr;ssed

with due awareness of the limitations of the study.

Findings and conclusions are limited to analysis of>.

interview data for the thirty-six participants who were

interviewed.

-.The quality of interviews varied considerably in

accordanrce withAthe skills of the interviewers, the

openness-of the interviewees, and the interpersonal-
,

dynamic between interviewer and interviewee.

While,the research consultant and the principal inves-
.

.tikator enjoyed a high incidence of_agreement in

identifying "essences" in the interviews, it is not

assumed that another researcher would exact precisely

the same findings.

8
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A. General Problem

Teacher center research has been primarily descriptlye;_

theoretical. VerY little dita addresses questions of our ='
0

.
. _

comes, and Until this study was -already in Process no res rch

had been identified which sought to identify attributes and

perceptions.of teachers-who could be classified as "users".

and "non users". Furthermore, npresearch was found that ex-
.

plored perceptions Of teachers who lived and taught in a

rural area. ,The purpose of this pheaomenological.study was

tb'examine the. eperceptions- of teachers categorized as "Non,

Users", "Occasional 'Users", and "Frequent Users" of RISE

Teacher Center through the medium of in-depth oral history.

interviews. More precisely, the study. sought to identify

these teachers! 'perceptions regarding the effects of inservice

and teacher center services upon themselves.

B. Research Question No4,

1. What are these teachers' beliefs about inservice,programs

with regard to:
ti

a. educational philosophy and goals of the system
b...relationship to professional developmenVrenew4
c. curriculum development
d. roles and functions of the administration
R. !relevance and usefulness of programs
.f. teacher participation in determining programs
g. freedom of choice vsc.compulsory. programs

2. What are their beliefs about RISE Teacher Center with'
regard to:

a. physical resources
b. advisor/consultant services
c. benefits unique to the teacher center format
"d._ teacher involvement in center governance (policy

board)
----e7-teachrparticipation in 'determining programs

f. relevance of-ffrograms-to_felt needs of self and

colleagues'
g. factors which motivate/mitigate against in-

volvement



3. What are these teachers' beliefs with regard to:

a. adequacy of their .preserVice training
b..,indiv-idua:Vte-acher responsibility for professional-

' development
c. sense of control'over one's professional development:
d. children's learning
e. adult learning
f. career satisfactiob
g. life plan

II. Research Design

The investigation is triploid in that it synthesizes three

evidential sources:

1. A description of the RISE Teacher.Center program incor-

porating its conceptual, organizational and'service fea-

tures was approved by the Director and Staff. (Appendi=x A)

2. Tape-recorded oral history Interviews were conducted

i'ith a representative sample of thirty-six teachers

from the RISE service area. In order to achieve as

broad representation as possible, the sample was first'

balanced according tosex, then ad8ording to yearS of

teaching experience. (Table I) Frequency of voluntary use of

the center was obtained via a demographic survey con:-

ducted during tho winter of 1979280. (AppendiX B) The

.
sample was further restricted to include only teachers who '

had served in RISE area schopls for two years or more.

10
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3. Tape pecorded interviews were then transcribed, making sure.-
-',

.
.

that any references to proper names.which might prove tonbe
.

A

emoarrassing-were deleted. In -depth analysis pi each.
,

$

r

ri:

,

At.

transcription was then concted'independently b the
-

reSearchcOnsultant and the principal investigator,
- .

it.
v

. ..

Table 1

ISTRIBUTION OF INTERVIEWEES BY SAMPLING CRITERIA

)

\ ..

r

e 1

I .

..

e

Years of Teaching Experience'

2-5 Tears 6-12 years
,

13-26 years

Non Users

(NU)

Male 2 2 , 2

Female 2 2

Occasional
Users

(OU)

Male 2 2 2
...1

Female ----\._,..
2 2

Frequent
Users.

(FU5 .

Male 2 2

Female ? 2 2

N=36

$
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A. Research Team

Candidates for interviewer positions were recommended by

members 61 the Teacher. Center Policy Board. the RISE Staff,

and the Director. Recommendations were encouraged on the basis

of Sudgementsregarding candidates' personal character, profes-

sional attitudes, amount and quality of teaching experience,

,

and personality attributes complimentary to the interviewing

functions. A larg, group of prospects was reduced to a smaller

group of twelve. Ea h of these people was \then interviewed by

the principal investigator. Evidende of interest'in the re-
\

search,expressions of readiness to participate in the

-\:

training prccess, and preparedness to attend conscientiously

to the meticulous procedures of specialized interviewing

,were weighed in reaching final determination regarding the six..
interviewer appointments.

The training course fdr interviewers was cbnducted fro?'

1Ju1y 23=,24,'1980. The format. of the course juxtaposed `descrip-

tion and demonstration of appropriate technique with extensive

rehearsal/practice by the trainees. Video-tapes depicting

appropriate and inappropriate technique were specially prepared

for the course. Practice interviews were re'-iewed and' critiqued

by everyone involved. By lhe end of the third day interviewers

expressed their readinesd.and eagerness to begin their work.

The final preparatory step was the matching of interviewers and
. t

interviewees. Care was, taken to insure that they were not pre-
,

viously acquainted.

1 9
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B. Interviews

Subjects were contacted by the interviewers to arrange

.
mutually convenient times and locations for their sessions!

Interviews ranged in length of time from one hour and twenty

minutes to two and one-half hours, and they were all completed

before the end of August, 1980.

This phase of the data collection pr cess proceeded without

incident. Only one interviewee previously cheduled had to be

replaced, owing to family. illness.. The first alternate con-

tacted was available and willing to particiPate. The remainder

of the interviews were scheduled without difficulty. Release

forms .were signed by each subject amid assurances that complete

confidentiality would be\maintained. (Appendix C) It had been

explained that their interview would henceforth be'referred to by

code, and all proper names used would be Stricken from the

record. (Appendix D)

C. Treatment of Data

The final phase of data collection involved the transcribing

f interviews prior to analysis. A group of typists had been

assembled for that task. At the time the proposal was developed

it was assumed that the principal investigator and the secretary

at RISE would organize and supervise the typist pool. In the

interim, however, both of these people left the teacher center's

employ, the former person moving out of state and the latter

accepting a position in a nearby city. These changes greatly com-

plicated the transcribing process. Gradually enough typists were

identified and retained, and the transcribing was completed by the

end of April, 1981. 'This was app-io-Riffatelyfive_monIhs later

7.
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te

than had been originally planned, thus delaying the completion

of data analysis until June, 1981.

III. Findings

This investigation has generated expressions of opinion,

belief and conviction that touch a multitude of topics. It was

apparent that with few exceptions these teachers held and were

willing to share strong, often passionate views regarding cir-

cumstances unique to their personal and professional lives.

Several transcripts reveal a depth of reflection_and insight

that is simultaneously exciting and humbling. Such interviews

are on- their own worthy of thoughtful reading and contemplation

In order to give structure to the reporting of the composite

data, however, the following pattern wi.J.1 be observed.

First the data will be reported as documentary interpre-

. tation following a pattern generally suggested by the research

questions. This data is found in section "III. A. Perceptions".

Phenomenological essences, were determined in most of the inter-

views, and section "III, B. Essences" will contain these results

expressed in terms of majOr themes. Although this somewhat

tedious process is not essential to the presentation of the study,

it is incorporated here for two reasons. First, this researcher

is aware of other contemporary research investigating teachers`

perceptions of teacher centers. It seems likely that results

from such similar studies might be used to foment further examina-

tion for agreement/disagreement. Second, it seems probable that a

1 4
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piece -by -piece examination of the data in this study will be of

formative value to RISE. Other teacher centers, notably rural

centers, may also find this explication useful.

A. Perceptions

1. Purpose of Inservice Programs

Several questions solicited respondents' beliefs about

the, rationale for inservice, and some intriguing differences

emerged from their responses when examined by sampling cate-

gories. Non Users (NU) responded with commentary that can be

fairly characterized as "deficiency" oriented. They spoke in
O

terms of "remedying teacher, deficiencies" and "filling gaps".

Also mentioned frequently was the need "to show the public

that we are trying to improve" and "trying to solve our prob-
.

lems:. Sev'eral respondents cited as an example the attention

being given to improving methods of disciplining students.

Frequent Users (FU) on the other hand spoke of inservice

in terms of a "human growth' orientation. It was also perceived

as a vehicle for improving teaching and helping teachers-be-

come more aware of new ideas and options, but more frequently

mentioned were refdrences to "responding to teachers' needs"

and "rejuvenation...enceilraging growth".

Occasional Users (OU) spoke principally in terms of

"keeping up to date on ideas, techniques,'materials ... helping

teachers gain new skills and understandings".

It is noteworthy in this author's judgement that only one



respondent expressed belief about the rationale for inservic

in terms of "helping us serve children better." Likewise; no

one spoke of inservice directly as a vehicle for carrying

out the goals and philosophy of the school system, althoIgh

an awareness of such a function becaMe evident in other dis-

course.

2. Inservice and Curriculum Development

A substantial majority of teachers in all three categories'

equated curriculum .development with the selection for classroom

Use of publisher textbooks, kits and other commercially available

materials. Several teachers opined that "inservice should help

integrate current trends into curriculum" and that this functions

"should be done much better." OU and FU teachers also mention

with substantial frequency the importance of "sharing example

of good teaching done by others." This theme reemerged later

in discourse concerning preferred inservice programs.

It was apparent to this researcher that these teachers

found it quite natural to think of-curriculum in terms of

published teaching materials. Secondary themes concerned

the propriety of teacher participation in selecting materials,

the importance of teachers being aware of materials behig

used at other grade levels, and the need to maintain the

appropriate sequence where whole series of texts were in use.
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,,- 3-.-- AMTEIStTation-and-InService--- A

Discourse concerning administrators dominated several

-interviews, and it-was an essential part of others. Teachers

who perceived their principals positively did not hesitate to

compliment and credit them. On the other hand, teachers who ,

saw their administrators in darker ways were likewise candid

in expressing their views. It was evident in several trail-

scripts-and_tapes_that_the interviewer's_invitation to comment

about administrators Served as an important "opening up" phase

of the session. Few teachers spoke of their principal's' with

consistent 'indifference.

Non Users appeared in general to be content with their 4

administrators taking responsibility for deciding and planning',

inservice. Several saw it as "his job" to facilitate, to liasOA'

with RISE if necessary. A few teachers conveyed specific feel=

ings of alienation from inservice and the principal. In contraSt

to the dominant theme of NU expressions, two males expressed

beliefs that administrators should "support teachers' needs

.and interests" by providing an organizational format for

teacher§ to make such decisions. They envisioned principals

working to secure inservice programs based upon "teachers'

expressed priorities." They clearly advocated administrative

support for teachers. As their interviews progressed it be-

came clear that while 'these men met the criteria for Non User,

there were previously unknown and significant qualifying cir-

cumstances: both men held second jobs they reported as neces-
X41L4: ;

ary to supplement their teaching salaries; they were Non Users -:

1 7
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of R anis as a -consequende of their shortage of -One,

not ecause they CEOse 'hot to take advanthge of opportunities

for professional -growth-through RISE.

OCca-Sional-nWemdIScati§e *as-dominated' by.tWo theme's

of virtually equal incidence and depth: first was their de-
,

sired view, of how administrators could best function in re-
-

latioh to insei-vice; second,was their percePtion.of how they -
believed they actually do function. The-f rmer, more idealized.:

_
"ProVide what teachers want ... facilitate and expedite...

provide time ... coordinate with RISE." Allowance was also

made for administrators to select prOgrams frm time to time

which they believed served a specific need in their school.

A general policy whereby programs would be" mandated by princi-

pals was seen as bad policy, however. By way of summary,

this view characterized the administrative role as one of

"serVice tcxteachers' expressed needs and priorities."-

These OU respondents' perceptions of the actuality of

administrators' functioning was quite different. The teachers

view held that principals and other admin trators should

tended to believe that the principals saw themselves as

"better than teachers ... u'nable to come down to the staff's

level." When they were.actually involved they were perceived 1

"in an adversary role .:. interfering ... acting as evaluators .-.':.:
. .'

more than supporters." Several teachers bidied emphatically

that "principals should be participants, not overseers." Two

teachers were exceptionally negative in their commentary about



administrators, characteri.ting them as the major source of'

7 P
7

'their PrbfeSkonai'fruStrationS-
,

lrrequent Users appeared to be much less cOncerneci,abOdt:
u

administra ra than their-colleagues in the other tvo teae'd=-

A

ries.'Only one t,eàchë expressed resentment toward the _04.11di,

pal 'for "overseeing inservice f participating,"'Thek

did advocate administrative support for teacher eeds and 1

ideas, and they frequently mentioned the importance of adia.k

istratorS ,providing, teachers with choice of programs. As-ifigfg.

be seen _later in this report, the_elethent-b-f,choice

grams constituted- a major thethe. Also mentioned by some of

these teachers was the observation that "the principal's

cooperation with RISE was very important in order to have

44

a good school." One view unique to teachers in this categor

concerned the-degirability of a principal who Would "guide

A

me to new ideas- (Yr materfals."

Frbm this evidence and testimony, there can be no doUbt

that the administration's role.in inservice is a value-laden

sometimes emotionally-charged phenomenon in the perceptions

the majoritYof,these teachers. Principals would be well-

advised to recognize the power of such beliefs and incorporate

that awareness in their future professional posturing.

1
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ohoice .VS:, COMOuiSoKELEI/clii-Ei

The subjects were extremely clear in articulating iheil-

belief that teachers ,should be able to choose inservice pro-

grans froillamongseveral, options._ Many teachers described* 49*-

=cal-better they learned from inservice when they had chosen to

attend. ,Several,redOuntedhOW they "turned, off" to mandated

programs as a quiet act of rebellion. Compulsory inservice
-0 - t

was generally ,equated with administrative determination, 'and,

as indicated in the precedingtion, trust and the lack of it

for administrators posed a fundamental probleM. Also like the

belief discussed previously, the majority:of these teachers'

were agrebabo and supportive of compulsoryA Anservice when
0

it WaS jointly determi -ed-b trusted colleague§. These su,b=

.

jects were quite clear in their express of resentment QVeI

having to attend programs planned in a manner alien to tiveS_

preceding conditions. Underneath these impassioned expression
-. ,

.- _ t,

is the broader, more powerful issue of control: in one's per-7.

. A major theme in the findings Of this ifivest14--

sonal development/growth; in One's classroom/school; in one'

personal life
,

.

....._ '!'l

gation concerns such control ... feelings ot power and power-
11

lessness. This essence will be discussed further in section "Ill,

/ ..`J

I. -3
empowerment.

,k4

5. Professional Growth: Responsibility and-Control--

Half of the NU subjects acknowledged that eadli-teather.wad

.responsible for his/her own professional growth and development

They saw personal and professional growth as mutually benefidia

"They go together," as stated by one teacher. They also reiat
;

20



thit exercizing one's responsibility for,,professional growth

created more positive feelings about oneself, prOduding greater
... . ... _

self-confidenr,:. As examples of their having exercized such

. responsibility they cited academic courses, graduate degree,

readingland/or travel.

The other half of.the NU teachers indicated that the

respo ibelity for teachers' professional development lay, with

the state or local school system. ThrO9faachers indicated

their ,belief: that it was "up to the superintendent."' The°
°

primary- example \cited b3, these respondents was the stateidistrAc

reqUirement that all teachers must already have or be working

toward a-gr4duate degree.

Only two OUs ,agreed that professional deVelopment was the

responsibility of people other than oneself. Many *and Ft
.

teachers :indicated that administrative support was valued, but

they were in full agreement that ultimately the responsibiIityl

was each individual's, that meaningful growth was a consequence'

of one's inner des1.re or motivation. They also mentioned
- Y. 1_

frequently that admtnistrators' awareness of their4efforts and
1

achievements was Valued. .

1

MOst frequently mentioned by OU and FU teachers was that

i feels so good to be in Charge of my development ..0 of

feelin s of greater competence ... of being more effective with

0 students." gain, these _verbalizations were expressions of

personal power, worth and control, i.e., feelings of pride in° 0_

oneself.

4 4
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=Preferred

When. liSke-d to diScUSS aspects{ of ii-service that attradte

them to and rep,elled them Mit .inse-n71(!e--, ,only -the NUs Opted to
dwell upon deterrents. More than halx of these teachers re-

.

.Spotded-that "there'tjust isn't enough time." Two teachersWerit

On to deSCribe in elaborate detail the reasons, why they did
. _

not choOSe to _participate in voluntary programs_: problems_viW

travel to the teacher-center; responsibilities home; the_

belief thtSUdh activity would interfere with their condettra-,

Ling upoh tilir's:tuddiris. When asked' about prOgrams f6r which

release time was provided, several teachers indicated that theY-
.

believed it was "unprofessional to be` out of class on a school

day except for illness." Others recounted that itwas simply
. -

"unfAr to the children to be out of class." Others commented

that "preparing for a substitute teacher was too great a hassle..

.4 Regardless of whether one interprets these protestations as

reasons or excuses for withdrawing from opportunitieS for

professiohal development, the reader mUpt be impressed with

---the elaboratenessan-detail of these' U' explanations.

The approximately seventy -five perb.ent of the teachers'
ti

whispoke affirmatively about inservice were in general agree-
_

->lient about the attributes that attracted them to programs.

- 'There were, however, some subtle and significant differences.

WitekdhefS-Wh6 spoke positively abOut inservice-4almost -

unaniMo0Sly_voiced_two:appealing qualities._ FOst, thepre-

ferred prOgraMs which provided "things I can use in by class-

room." :In using the word "things" they were including ideas,
lob



_

r

materials and organizational strategies. "TiTers was an _eSSeliti4i

be 015.§ei:flhle:lhciweve.:; these "things" they valued must

i.e.: "something I can, see."

"":,4hings" that were only talked about,. A.. further aspect of..thI§..t1PM6 concerned ti-11-7dibility,of the Prsenter; theSe,teke407r,

There was-an. implicit distrust of,
.

rusted other teacheiTi-. Several`,NU:

articulated a general di rust of "experts", and visiting-

. college = professors -were: the examples, most-frequently cited-.

The secondimost yalued, attribute of refexred program0

is consistent. with the first. Opportunities to .discuss-issues

they as teachers cared about were highly vailued, but according

- .

to this diicourse, they occurred infrequritly. Several

respondents related poignant anecdotes recounting their felfigi
44

of impersonality in their school and isolation from their .peer0:.

Another facet of= this theme was their expresSed preferende fOr.

prograMS planned and/or conducted by teachers AlSo mentioned'

was their. rePeated emphasis.upon their opportunity to expre00.
. ,

personal cheice"as to which.programs they attended. Several

teachers added that "when they were able to choose, they had

a much more positive attitude toward inservice." It seems

appropriate at this point to 'remind the reader'that these are

expressions of ,majority view by NU 'teachers, ire., those who

have not participated in voluntary teacher center programs.

-0U- teachers also valued programs they oerceived as "relevant,

to,my work." Several of them mentioned programs planned for

their particular grade or subject matter. They also ,valued

that were "applicable to my classroom," ones,in which

shared their work, and ones which they had chosen.

programs:

teachers
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FU teachers-OVerwhelmingly valued-Over any other attribute

prograffis,they had freely. -chosen: They also vaned the aame,__

- ,
.qualities} already docuMehted4 but choice-was the Critical

element. A quality unique to the commentary of FU teachers
, .. f.0 `--

mferred to "ones, which give you the,spark
_
for teaching," i.e.,

programs which-aramg&Cor stimulated: or motivated them toward

feeling§ of; renewal in their, teaching practices.

"AiSt2,PhYaica1._iResonrcea',

--FOW-of tiler-No-teachers had ever been to the teacher

center so ttley4feke040:6 to comment about its physical re=-

sources: -Ina-few cases they volunteered' that they had not

been there-becaUse "it took too much time" or that it was

0.Mpiy inconvenient.
.

Almost 11 OU and all FU teachers had visited the center,

andlthey were equally enthusiastic about it.' They agreed that

the material resources were very useful, and they were critical
;Z.

only in terms of there being inadequate space for a comfortable

degree of privacy. 'A very subtle but extremely. significant

quality emerged in these teachers' response to queries about

the physical center. It was evident to this researcher that

according to the bulk of this discourse, RISE is perceived in

terms of a "persoffification." It is not just a physical place,-

a collection of materials, a group of people', a newsletter,

a series of inservice programs. It is even more than a com-
..

posite .of. these elements, and that effects a personification

of RISE. Strongly articulated value statements characterized

it as providing teachers with emotional support, where they



0
0

J'elt welcome and safe, where there was an atmosphere of ikepeC±,

1

where there was a sense of humor, where one could simply browSe_

because there was-an absence of pre\ ssure and expectation: One
v

. . _

comment seemed to-reflect the essence of these expression's: -..
----;

"openness and willingness draws me to RISE and I realize that

I'm not alone.." Recommended improvements or needs. were rep-

"resented in one teacher' obseivation that "all you need is

:more Of what you already have."

doeSUilantS

0

ao "
NU teaChers commentary about RISE staff members who,

visited their schools was minimal since they hadased this

service so little. Thosewhb had used the service described

aS "helpful "; several mentioned that it was useful to

have- someone- 'bring materials from RISE. Others indicated, hat

"ii was .hard: to make contact with the advisors"; still others

thought the service was a good idea but inconsequential.tj

them personally. Two NUs were unaware of ,the existence o;

..this service.

These RISE staff members who visiot member schoOls to

consult with and assist' teachers are the key elenient in the
6

preceding assertion regarding the personification of RISE in

the perceptions of OU and FU teachers. The focus of these

teachers' responses to queries about the RISE advisors was

* 1-
upon the personal and professional emotional support they.

constitute. -OU respondents gaire substantiai-credit to them

for being supportive, %helpful and, especially, providing a

vital communication link between teachers and RISE. :They
rt

It
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t,

w er e especially conscious of the time anewark saving cog-
, . *5

sequences. 6T*Fadvisors bringing things' roM the ,center

is

..
PU tea:cherg ,were., even mo'te. enthusiastic 1,1, their praise;

. llo 7.----- 4 .. ,-
...

-Offefing coMplAthentary comments suckas, "she appreciates'-.-

the .preSsuies rip .feelingri." and "he makes me feel like vilat:..,

-- ,.. _...--. ,I'm doing "is wortinit'lle." In essence, adV-isors.were.,Dpiceilied.-.,
\ i ... ;°..

not only as helpers -mid supporters but also as .perSonal.,400:::
. -

Y.

*cates- for teacher's.. Agai n. ,- tb-- k°...-1el' emen- t of -trust emerged,:

ik.-approPx;iate tO -ponceptUaliA5. alf.reSnOndents, -cdtpi:ii.pents.

dichotoinouSIY stateinefi.pS ,'6419,ininghow _advisors' facilitated. .' t '-',4-1:-- ----
their professional .wprk-; statementS gxpresSing itheperSoiiai

,.. ..-..! ;. $
.emcitional-Supplort they felt. ; ""

,.

.9_-. Teacher Centel' -Pdficy. BOard_
. ,

Three.- NI "teachers were' unaware that the Pblicy -Eio`a.'14
, . .

governed RISE aciiV*itiess. The remainder or teacher -in
')

sample enthusiastically endorsed this manne of providing for

teache'r's', needs. Comments° indicatin that "te4chers know

'best their own and other teachers' needs" were common.
r.

,Sever41 PU teachers exiressed optimism tkiat this feature would .

makeiit more possible fosteachers' real ne.eds.to surface.
.

he essence of the'issue was, again, trust, and implied again
was a.distrust pf adminis rat:on.

10. Preserviee Sducation

'4eactions preservice education were mixed within -and_
0

.among the three,kroups., Aside'from the

,explicating individual aspects ,of one's

incidence of commentary

personal experience
a

T. op.

o.
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. .

4t was judged that for- the great majority of theseprwatic-

ing teachers, the college training years were somewhat remote.

There -was extensive agreement within the sample with
.
regar4.to the two most valuable components of their preservice':

v

'the extent of direct experience with children.in school

.
settings; learning practical ways to teach. Theory,, general

.J.
'education- courses, and college professors who were "out-of-

a

.etouch with children" were widely ";imuutZ.4.

V 0

11.'"Childrenis.Learnin
. _

Most _of the'teachers commentary about chgdreii!s learn

ing was notable in its vagueness, scattered emphases, and

*paucity of common beliefs. During the study of the interviews,,

. .

.
.

.
.

.

regrding-this topic, this researcher was struck by the impros-,?
-:._,,

Sion that '-for many respondents the entreaty to diScuis child--
. . -

,

ren's learning came into the interview as an almost alien
.

,.
.

. 1

element. This impression gained further support from subsequent
. . -

. .

'inquiri.es regarding adults' learning. The most frequent re-
. .. .

sponse to questions concerning hoW adults learn was, "just

Vt,
. like _kids learn." Sbmewhat nebulous and platitudinous refer-.

1

r. , . .

positiveences ta "a amosphere and "work on their own.leNiel,"

and"being motivated"-were typical.'' Because of the quic dis-
_

patch givdn to'this question by the majority of teachers in

the Sample, no general characterization of belief is appropriate.
-

12-. Adults' Learning'

As already indidated, the knee-jerk response to this query

was predominantly that children andadultS learalike; This
. 4

1.
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V

researcher was impressed again by a sense that this topic was.

perceived as out of context for the interview, perhaps Simply

unexpected7--Ufilike-th-dIscussion-of children's learning,

'-however, time for refleCtion brought out a point which might

be considered thematic on a limited basis. Several OU and FU

teachers revealed that adults learn best when they are "self-

. -

moiivated. Subsequent commentary suggested that this meant

.-- that adults learn something when the motivation to do so'

comes from within, i.e., the individual has chosen to learn.

- This minor theme is consistent with previously identified

,-themes regarding the value of personal choice.

13. Career Satisfaction

Responses to questions regarding the most essential

elements to career satisfaction were fascinating for their

similarities and their differences. First, teachers in all

three categories indicated quite clearly that the single most

essential element was the knowledge that they were being

effective and successful with their students. Although it

was verbalized in many different ways, the essence of'ihe

dominant response is captured in the expression," I know be-

cause of what I can see that.I am good at my work." It is

important-to note that this is an expression of belief based

upon.pbservabe phenomena, i.e., belief based upon knowledge.

Also discussed as significant to career satisfaction were

personal good feelings and a.sense of well-being that-was

not directly connected to student behaviors.

0U



It is noteworthy that NU teachers offered very little else

as a source of career satisfaction. Compatible colleagues and

an open, non-threatening principal were mentioned, by a few

teachers in this category, but they did not rival the pre-

viously stated dominating theme.

OU teachers also commented with considerable emph

about the importance of external approval. -64: lf of th se
. ,

teachers mentioned recognition from,administr on, parents,'
I,

colleagues and society in general as an important element 1

career satisfaction. They also indicated frequently that 1 ,
-

threats to career satisfaction were constituted in feelings,

*.1of powerlessness in the -face of administrators and the diffl-

culty of, living on teachers' salaries. .k1

Teachers in the FU category spoke even more fr,equentl

about the difficulties of feeling career satisfaction in the

face of little or no public respect. Many believed that /

"society doesn't value teachers." Half of these teachers

expressed grave concern about being able to financially afford

to continue teaching, and four of them were engaged in seribus

contemplation of a career change.at the time ,of the interview.

Conclusive interpretation of the preceding results is
,

hazardous. The data does suggest, however, that the teachers

most inactive (NU) in furthering their professionaldevelop-

Ment through teacher center programs revealed the least amount

of career dissatisfaction.

f)

4

0



suggested by the discussion df career satisfaction. For ex-

ample,- one NU indicated. that a .career change might be in

the offing. On'theother hand, only one FU indicated firm

intentions to continue indefin Itely as a teacher. These

tendencies are somewhat abrogated by the fact that half of

the teachers in all groups indicated they, had given no serious

Thought to a life plan. They do serve to illustrate, however:-

hat among those teachers who had thought in terms of life

equently in terms of changes to other careers.

Reasons offered for possible career changes were also

liar: inadequate income, lack of public respect_for teache

the need for support. Five of the six male teachers in the

category expressed these sentiments. It seems likely that

f them will soon make a career change if has not

eady occurred by this writing.



Essences

This study provided an opportunity for thirty-six teachers

to talk confidentially.about themselves, their beliefs about

their personal and professional lives, their anxieties and

gratifications. In keeping with the oral history format of the

interview sessions, the subjects were free to respond as ex-

tensively or discretely as they chose. The ultimate objective

of the study was always to try to gather data which would improve
. .

our understanding oT how RISE Teacher Center and the services
O

offers impact upon these individuals. The search for essences

was continuous.

It is also appropriate to keep in mind that these subjects',

were speaking foredost about themselves, secondarily about the

"objects" of their perceptions such as RISE, one's students, the

principal, and so on. While useful insight about dome of these

"objects" were obtained, .the strongOst themes identified in this

project are,those which concern these teachers' views of themselves.

In spite of the numerous differences among these thirty-six people'

as revealed in their commentary, there are some noteworthy

° similarities.

Before delving into these essences, however, some additional -'

qualifiers are appropriate. As stated earlier (section III, A,

S_and 9), RISE appeared to have undergone "personification" in

the perceptions of these respondents. Furthermore, these indivi-.

duals typically did not make any distinctions between inservice
CP

programs and voluntary workshops. Their reactions were made

directly to RISE as a composite of the assortment of activities



,

and services it provides. It was also evident that the sertouSr.

'legs with which these subjects regarded RISE varied. 'For the

most part NUs di5misSed RISE as something that was nice, helpful .,..,..:

. . -
.

but "not for me." No doubt that explained much of why such in-,,
,

dividuals qualified for the 4Tij category. They were much more

--donttnt-to- have-inserVIce left_up.....to the adrAnistration.... They .

o

did not take inservice seriously. They were inclined to thipk

of "professional development" in terms other that "inservice"

'and "teacher center."

Finally, the ultimate outcome of truly reductive phtnomeno-

lqgical research should,be the same for virtually all people:

each of us is engaged in our own efforts "to become," to actua1ig0J

our individual potential for life. It may_be that we_ha.ve IdPa.1.74edY1

mental pictures of ourselves, _how live would most like to be. Such,

self-seeking may be quite general, direction-oriented; it may

also be quite circumspect. In-this study, essences constitute

three major themes. These are the essential issuesrfor these

teachers. Individual manifestations of these essences vary
,

.

consideimbly, but they are also predictably interrelated. For
ct

purposes of clarity in this report, however, they will be des-

cribed separately.

. 1. Empowerment'

The need to believe that one is in control of his/her

professional and 'personal life constituted a major essence of

this Study. In their various ways the subjects indicated that a

primary ongoing concern was for recognition of their individual

uniqueness, respectability, validity as a professional person.
t4
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-te

.-,.---Sources of recognition that were too oft" lacking were words

and special gestures made by supervisory/administrative personnel,

parents and "the_general_public." These teachers commonly see

'-themseives as practitioners of professional work about which..0.".......... * '
t . .

they deeply feel personal responsibility. In spite of all

efforts, feedback from the adult world was repa-rfear-a.t -frequently

,often, disparagin These'ese'

,teachers also expressed feelings of powerlessness to change the:

publici,s perceptions. As already described, these feell;ngS of
,

helplessness to "correct the profession" contributed to ,

- dOubta'and,teexathinatiOn of priorities. -k

The empowerment theme was much stronger among OU and FU
-..,

--
. .

. ., ..
.

teachers than_aMong,Ntis who did not perceive RISE as a pai-tic#. -
--. .

._ --

.
larly relevant resource for their needs. Nts were minimally ,

concerned about power/control issues. They.did value' the

Opportunities tcchoose which inservice they attended, and

several of them voiced preferences for inservice work with their

colleagues. But they appeared to,be_generally willing to

accept and work with whatever programs their administrators

planned, even if the programs were.compulsory. A few NUs 'were

. ,

even more explicit on this point in saying that planning and

providing inservice were!part of the principal's job. Apparently

whatever power needs NUs may have felt were beings resolved

without drawing upon the teacher center. Furthermore, they were

content with those circumstances. They did acknowledge that

given the great variety of individual needs among teachers, it
0

is good and appropriate that RISE exists and functions as it

_ o _

,



,:does for teachers 'Who-benefit from it,

TOgtimonY from most at teachers and all FUs confirmed,

that RISE daesladdre§s :empowerment needs. The perceived

-0010:e?.n0 that teachers =govern the center, plan ,programs,

eitOrn P.0004Pel tOresent teacher concerns to admini-

Strators' were ,ali 'highly valued aspects of the center. Ina

-S1PeTal 4P-000:0*re "'P,P14911,t1P.P rePor. P v-i-th--th

-described, RISE as etheit advOcate. .With

few eXceitionS these. tits and ttS. characterized. ;RISE as an
embodiment: '4:5t respect' for teachers and faith in them in a
world where ,such._ ='regard: wasrar.e..

The inCidence of expressions regarding individual choices

and professional development was extremely high in these

interviews, and it was in commenting about choice that many
a.

teachers'pursue4 aI teatconversational tack at revealed personal
.

eMpoWerment needs! Petmission to choose from among several
4,

inservice options, simple a matter is that may be, was perceIVed

by teachers, as ev_ide_rice_o vo_r_th_and maturity" in_ the

minds of administrator ity to participate in decision-
,

Making on matters of consequence' was regarded as exceptional

recognition. By simply counting the number of, times these re-

spondents spoke about administrators one can confirm the power

represented by the. principal in their perceptions.

One other empowerment top.71.c that was frequently discussed.

by OUs and extensively reported by FUs concerns the extent to.

which financial remunerations symbolize power. Those who

commented about "merit pay" did so with an air of suspicion

A'n4



Teachere.Were in. atreethent in the view that they,receiV

.salaries- that were less. than the value of their -services, less
=

than they needed to meet modest-living costs. These low salaries

were perceived as tangible evidence of soeiety''s value of their

work. -,,i337 accepting such reduced economic power,, one was admit-
,

ting, VO equivalent professional power. Yet, they articulated

no actions.envisioned to remedy their economic circumstances.

t enieTo-f-powerless-ness-3,4s_r_e_s_t_at ed.

Internal locus of control was haracteristic of thed;s-

/
. .

Course of all but,three teachers, in the sample. Teachers spoke

lucidly about their personal needs and satisfactions experienced'

in.
/

.
teaching, and it, was evident that they greatly preferred to

look inwardly for judgements regarding the quality of their

; personal and-professional lives. This internal focussing was
U

qualified by consistent evidence of need for support from signifidan

others. It is important to understand that while this need was
I

for support from external sources (spouse, family,, students,

colleagues, RISE people, administrators, society), it did not

vitiate, the significance of the internal locus.

,

Three teachers' commentary contrasted with the others.

They were all in the FU category, and locus of control evidence

was clearly external. These individuals reported strong anxieties y

relating to their administrators, and they felt_ frustration

about carrying out their professional responsibilities as they

were expected to do. They also commented clearly about freedom.
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Independence 'and it .Seeined= likely- that the career dis

sati-s.action they. deSCi4ibedYWould lead to 4, ;Career change;

tik=ta.inly that was .at the least a possibility 6hey were already

t A Ot- .-*Otiy0-0444r4t ion .
.

AS already itated, the great majority of teachers revealed

an internal locus of control with support from significant ptherS.

The sources and extent of support varied from one individual to

another, tut the form -WaS. fairly comMOn_aild csmistent.L.2.wOrds:,i,

-of` .encouragement:; Caring abOut what I am doing; interested_,in-
,, , ,

...

-hOW,EhinWire,going.SupPOrtive; compliments and praise; 4.134
0 .

on the back; positive reinforcement. Since the 'peopie_these

teachers felt mist vulnerable to were administrators, these kinds
.

of feedback from the principal were particularly valued and

appreciated. It is important to keep in mind that teachers- sbok

of'occasions\wen,they had received such feedback; they we r+ notr\

only expressing\unmet needs. :,
t

\
Another almost equally significant source of external 14)7

'port was students. se teachers spoke frequentiy_about_their

ss and happiness, especially when they

reer atisfaction. They- also Valued the

Students' learning, prog

recounted sources of
, \

support and dontidence of pare s as a source of personal valir.,

\
datibn. It

,

was-Strongly suggeste that these teachers felt a

somewhat qualified belief in'themsel es ,and what they were doing.
\.

as teachers; evidences of agreement fro significant others
. ,

provided the ultigiate confirmation. This quality of personal



e.,

from RT8E" advisor/consultants was specifically men-

tioned as a source of their positive feelings toward the teacher

cener. It is also an active agent in the previously described

I

.",personifipation".of RISE, More than half of the OUs and almost

all Of the Fps valued the accord they felt with, RISE personnel.

Much of their_ commentary focussed Upon the absence of external

-OreSSures of expectations and time; also mentioned in thiSoonteXt
.. -

4.,i94-the4reedoM-Oom the tear of "Power needs" they attribUted
, I . i

'theit..:Priiia0alt #

"tsl

The asser.tiOri_that all but three of-thesubjeCtS cart bed

r
racte.rized as minifesting "an internal locus of control,With,

support, from significant others" is 'Substantiated by multifarious

refereneestO_feelings ofprofessionalidequacy. NUS --coii,§0CUtP-

a ,particularly unique group in this regard; they appeared to-b.e.

Well-defended against issues that troubled OUs and Mb. While

they managed to protect themselves quite effectively, they.alSO

m4de themselves virtually inaccessible -Co the efforts of RISE'.

nth the44exceptionfoi two male NUs who were unable to use RISE

because of, the time demands of their second jobs, NU teachers

appeared to be satisfied with their professional lives; RISE

did not represent a particularly relevant resource to.them.

For the most ,part, however; the teachers in this study evil.-

denced their desires for genuine pride in doing their work well,
O

knowing from within that it was "a job well done." They had

en extensive thought to their needs for self-knowledge, and
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.

they saw themselves continuously growing, changing beihgS:

-RISE constitutes,a valued ally in those, processes, and the

importance of the personal service the center renders *not be '4
A `,

These teachers are no different from the re§k_of humanity

I.

, .

in their preferences for trustworthiness in colleagues and- Spei..---A.,..,....-- . ,, ,,,,
. - .,.

i00',, This essence was suprising:OnlY in the extent to which it .--'-'-i

,. . . , - - - _ - _ , , - .4 _ _ .-. -...,.

047.PoWerfUl in their lives, however, While no one spoke in
,

> 2,

,

. ,e, .

exactlyirthese-tords,_Iheinterviews did hint at a trust-diStrutt
. .

' -dichotomy. A powerful theme occasionally articulated and fre-'

,41.1ently implied was', "the public does not trust us." It appeare

.

.

that concern about,lowsalaries was, somehow, abated by their
, 4

tacit acceptance of the validity of the public's lack of con-

fidence in them; ,

mist essencqwas unmistakable in qiscourse concerning .4

- .

preftfied inservice. Governance of )the center and decision-making ,

procedures associated with inservice were trusted because they

were controlled by other teachers. The cardinal value placed

upon one's ability to exercise choice of inservice and control

in professional development further substantiate this theme.

Likewise significant and Consistent witch this essence are the

-numerous expressions of preference fo5,--i)inservice that involved

I -
teachers sharing and discussing prioritibs with -each other.

For OUs and NUs these trust-designations for teachers

specifiCally-iAcluded advisor/consultants frpm RISE. These week

4

- >"?

a
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visitors were regarded as colleagues whose current work
. - :

,

consisted of supporting and expediting other teachers' work.
-

A final element of the trust refrain is exemplified
.

in 4
. J

' ,`

the -phr.ase, "seeing is believing." Teacher's in all categories -.

Were quicker to trust physical, tangible examples just as they '''';. ii

./
.

were moreowilling to trust inservice presentations made bY
. 1.

./.

other teachers. Somewhat implied was diStrust for presenters

who -did not work with cliflarent so-carrea-"expeftt."'

C Implications .iOr-,,k8Eteaoher- Centel,

Those in positions of responsibility for the quality of

ienced,by teachers in the RISE service a ea could

benefit from reading, the transcripts pro irde-d- by his, study.

" 1

Each interview is in a real sense a collection of messages fret!)
.. ,

an individual about his or her life. Each of these in.cerviewees

is engaged in living and growing processes that are unique, _

sometimes eccentric-appearing in the degrees of differentness

from the more cAstomary. 2,4t to form beliefs based upon. the

reading of-only-one-or a. few transcripts would be misleading.

The quality of interchange varied considerably over the thirty-

six conversations. ,Continuity and consistency varied accordingly.

Systematic sudy and analysis incomparisOn with the purposes

of RISE (Appendix A) does, however,identifysome useful implica-

tions for RISE and for teachers and administrators of member
t

schools.

First, there can be no doubt that insbfar as these teachers

are concerned, RISE has made a significant contribution to the

9
`.



ersonai and, professional Illowth and, welfare of any teachers
- ; , -

served by the center. This is hot a claim that all teachers
, .

jiame behefj.fted. seems, probable that owing tcAhe VaIhes

and ;life style -of some teachers, .RISE -is unl:kkely, to have

Significant diriPaot-upon everyone. Because of thiS factoriit

Might be'inappropriate td attempt to measure outcomes of Alit'

services according to individuals whofhave Opted "to go it
° , .,_, . i,

AD-ne.ylt is valid, - however, to assess serviceS on thebaSiS
. --. ., .... .

...... : ....... ::

Of'the vie;orfteac_hers_who, ve opted to-u se ent e r S Oi c e-_ k.:,

&ivever modest that,tSe ,Ay be.
_

----,,72
S4Cond, although the subject d not discuss ,RISE's

; . -6

formal needs.assessment mechanisms, they are satisfied that Oleit-
.

needs and concerns form the basis for RISE planning. They be -.
. :

1:i-eve that the center exists primarily to help them, a y
v .

of them place great personal value upon that 'feattre. .

Third,the importance of RISE's accommodation of teachers'

needs, to exprcizt choices and participate in decision-making is

upheld -by the data. These options are located4t the heart of

the empowerment themedetailed earlier.

Fourth, respOndents who had-visited,the teacher center

spoke favorably, often enthusiastically abdarf7--Concern was

voiced about the lack of,privacy afforded by the physical

arrangement, and,most interviewees 'indicated the belief that the

center needed tobe much. larger. Materials, equipmentbooks'

lad other resources-were compliffefited.

Fifth, the idea of the policy board, its membership

functions were roundiYsPported. Firsthand experience'with



policy board members and functioning was limited, but the

organizational concept was fully endorsed.

Sixth, the, advisor/consultants who visit classroom

teachers are highly valued, in part for the services they
.

render but in larger measure for their support and encourage-

ment - the teacher advocacy they embody. Without these huma;

manifestations it seems,probable to this investigator that

teachers' acceptance and use of RfSE would je considerably

less than .it presently. enjoys.

'-/Other services performed by the center were also men-

.tioned in the course of the-interviews. None, howevey, stood,

out abdve the rest as more essential than othrs. The over-

riding theme was one of R1SE as a composite attributes, the

% most important of which are human, standing tall in a posture

of teacher advocacy.

4,4
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APPENDIX A

Description of RISE teacher Center

tonceptual

The primary purpose of the RISE Teacher Center is to encourage, en-
hance facilitategthe personal and professional growth of teachers
in scAools serving nine towns in east-central Connecticut. Due to the
Modest size of the systems comprising the service area, no such staff
development resources were available prior to the establishment of the
Center in.1916. In order to address issues of greatest concern to.
practicing teachers the programs, resources, and services of the 'Center
are provided on the basis of formally and informally assessed needs,
i.e., teachers' perceived needs for curriculum development and implemen-
tation. Teachers' choices' provide the underlying guide and decision- -

making impetus for the RISE Staff's decision-making. The transcendant
'theme, then, is to provide experiehces which will help teachers to
learn more about themselves and their students -- successful ways to
teach, effective materials to facilitate learning, and practical tech- .

niques to enhance understanding and decision-making.

Organizational

The Center is housed in an elementary school centrally located among
the eleven member schools and less than a-thirty minute drive from the
most distant school.. Its-physical resources include: idea books,
teacher-made and commercially published curriculum materials; a work-
shop equipped with tools and materials for hands-on gonstraiction, a Aga
collection of scrounge and recycle materials, a large area for work-
shops and meetings, and audio-visual equipment which can be borrowed -

by teachers. Costs.ot establishing and maintaining the Center, its,
personnel, and services are met by local, federal, and private founda-
tion funds.

A policy board made up of teachers elected from each of the participating
schools oversees all prpgrams and activities. In addition to these
eleven teachers, voting members of the Teacher Center Policy Board in-
clude two representatives from boards of education, one - school adminis-
trator, and a° representative from higher education.

In addition to the Director,, the staff includes a coordinator, five
advisor/consultants, a secretary, and a full-time researcher to carry
on the Center's tradition of continual self-evaluation.

Services c
In addition to the physical resources of the Center available to
'teachers, -RISE provides outreach services to address teachers' needs
in their classrooms and schools. This service is accomplished by the
five advisor/consultants who visit member schools weekly to meet with
individual teachers regarding on-the-spot needs or concerns and to
work with 'individual school inservice planning teams. They also

4 2
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Description of RISE Teacher Center (continued)

Services (continued)
. i I .:.

.

conduct workshops in their areas of expertise, follow up on workshops
at the request of participating teachers, take part in curriculum

.
study groups, explore and' obtain resources, disseminate the monthly
newsletter describing programs and activities, co-teach with classroom
teachers, and serve as the primary,human lint between the Centet
and its constituents .

Additional services RISE provides include:

'conducting all day workshops (for which substitute teacher
fees are paid by RISE), half day inservice programs, after
school and evening programs, and sponsoring university
accredited 'courses.

(b) providing programs in which outside consultants work directly
with.teachersand students in the claSsroom.

(c) maintaining ongoing . formal and infbimal assessment of
teachers! needs and interests..

(d) introducing innovative ideas, materials and techniques to
practicing teachers.

(e). promoting collaborative activity involving teachers within
one school and among member schools.'

(f) producing a monthly newsletter publicizing Centel \programs,
special projects of interest to teachers, and the\activities
and accomplishments of teachers within the service area.

(g) conducting an ongoing evaluation of all Center programs and
services while exploring new possibilities through formal
research..

In summary, RISE Teacher Center exists to provide a total teacher
. growth system in order that teachers will have support in their efforts
to continue their professional development'and: therefore, more.effect-
ively meet the needs of the students they serve

O
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APPENDIX B

Project RISE, Halls Hill Road, Colchester, CT 06415 (203)537 -2117

Name:

partWpalltIIII=Ltlon

(last) (frst
School: Date:

So that we can better understand the usages of Project RISE we .as ou
to provide the following information at least once .during the current
school year. If you have already completed this form, it 'is not'nec-
essary to do so again. Thanks for this valuable data!

1., Total number of years teaching experience including
the current year: /

2. Years of teaching experience in present school:
Grade Level and/pr subject _aught: \

. } \
I

.

3. Approximate number of RISE workshops previously attended: .

.

(check one): (0) (1-5) \\(6-10) (11+)

4. -Approximate number of RISE prOgramsother than workshops
previously.attended:

\

(check one): (0) (1-5) ' (6-10) . .(1 11+)

5. Approximate number of visits 'to RISE enter other than td
attend workshops:

1

_

(check one): (0) (1-5) (6-10 (11+)

6. Approximate number of "projects" (eg. Itructional gam s,
classroom furniture, curricular pland, etc.) resultin from .

RISE "contacts" (eg. advisor, workshops\ etc.):
(check one) , (0) (1-5) , (6\10) (11 +)

;

;

sCs



APPENDIX C

Documentation of Interview'

I hereby declare that I participated in-an'interview with

a representative of RISE Teacher Center. conducted solely, for

researth purposeson at
(date) (location)

Release Form

I hereby agree that my interview tape and the resulting

transcript may be used by RISE Teacher Center in the conduct of

research with the proviso that my nathe ,and any other proper

names used by Me and/or the interviewer will be stricken from

the, tape and the transcript. I also waive any claim to publi-

catiqn rights associated with my interview. I further agree that

my anonymous transcript may be kept on file at RISE Teacher Center

for use, citation, publication and/or copyright by scholars and

students in their learning and research,.

'Date Name

(Interviewer)
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'140E'leacher Center
jial0)$ill School
Hall Hill -Road
.000heSter, Ct.106415
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APPEND X D

30 June 1980

Dear

We at RISE are very excited about the research we'll be doing this
summer, and I am delighted-by your willingnesb to participate. I

am writing to fulfill my promise made in our telephone conversation
regarding a brief description ol.the project:.

:gur interest lies in adqiiiring statements from you which refleCt
,your ;perceptions abOutjour professional needs, preferences and
develOnment. Our questions are intentionally broad because we
want to know your thoughts about -your own development. We are not
trying to obtain evidence verifying any particular teacher edu-
cation programs. This research is particularly pure in that we
want you to tell us what the issues are as you.sep them.

One of our interviewers will contact you in late July or early
August to arrange a convenient time and place foi: what we expect
will be a one and one half to two hour interview We wish to con- ,

Venience you inasmuch as possible as long as the interview takes
place before the first of September,. The interview will be,tape
recorded, coded for anonymity and then transcribed,. Tapes and

- typescripts will be analyzed and summarized. A final written
report will then be prepared for the funding,agency, the Far West
Laboratory for Educational Research and Development in San Fran-
cisco. 'I'm hoping the findings 'and conclusions will be complete
by thel,end of January, 1981. We expect that the results will be
dissemXnated on local, regional and national levels.

)
I will be..,out of state until July 22, so if you have any, questions
about the study do not hesitate to call me at RISE after I return.
As you probably recall, the grant allows us to pay you.a $ 50
honorarium for your participation. I trust that you will also
find the interview to be a beneficial experience.

Best wishes for a healthy happy summer!

Cordially,

Dr. Christopher Stevenson
Researcher

4060.6.m.imr.....mmatomm
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